
PIG® HazMat Chemical Absorbent Mat
Pad in Lab Bench Box® Dispenser

MAT3510 Heavyweight, 33cm x 25cm, 100 pads

Specially-treated mats are the best on the market
for absorbing highly concentrated corrosives like
98% sulfuric acid and 30% sodium hydroxide.

Absorbs the widest range of acids, caustics and
unknown liquids - even those with high
concentrations like 98% sulfuric acid and 30%
sodium hydroxide

-

Chemical-resistant mat won't degrade or cause
a dangerous reaction upon contact with
corrosive spills

-

Layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally
bonded to make PIG Mat the strongest mat on
the market; won't rip, tear or fray even when
saturated

-

Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of
liquid throughout mat for faster, easier cleanup

-

Highly absorbent, fine-fibre construction won't
leave behind liquids or fibre residue

-

Absorbs and retains most acids, caustics and
unknown liquids

-

Pink colour is easily distinguishable to assure
workers use the correct mat during a spill
emergency

-

Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately
like untreated cellulose mats; melts when
exposed to high heat whilst on the job

-

Compact Bench Box Dispenser protects a
personal supply of PIG Mat Pads from dirt and
moisture; easy to store nearby or take on the go

-

Notches on back of box allow for wall mounting
or hanging on hooks

-

Heavy-weight construction is highly durable and
absorbent for demanding tasks and large-
volume cleanups

-

Specifications

Colour Pink

Dimensions 33cm W x 25cm L

Mat Weight Heavyweight

Fluids Absorbed Acids, Caustics & Unknowns



Absorbency Up to 37.1 L per case

Perforated Perforated down centre Widthwise

Sold as 100 pads (4 boxes of 25 each)

Weight 4.6 kg

# per Pallet 36

Composition 100% Polypropylene

Packaging Dispenser Box

Poly-Backing No

UV Resistant No

Technical Documents

PIG HazMat Absorbents

Storage & Shelf Life of PIG Absorbents & Absorbent Spill Kits

Instructions for PIG HazMat Absorbents

Polypropylene Absorbent Mat with Surfactant/Pigment

Disclaimers

HazMat/Chemical Notice

To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals

with PIG® HazMat Chemical products and PIG® Essentials Chemical products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or

need samples to test, please call Technical Services.

https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/HAZMAT.pdf
https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/359429_UK_SHELF_LIFE_STORAGE.pdf
https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/INST_HAZMAT(GENERAL).pdf
https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/EN_GB_SDS_S106.pdf

